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Total (140Marks) 

I. Vocabularv (20Marks1 

A) From a, b, c and d choose the most suitable word that best completes each of the 

followin2 sentences: (5 x 2 = 10 Marks)  

Like never before, the rainfall this year is expected to be 	 heavy. 
a. exceptionally 	b. seamlessly 	c. compassionately 	d. prohibitively 

The weather outside was so 	that my glasses became foggy quickly. 
a. charitable 	b. humid 	c. aware 	 d. dual 

In order to enjoy a healthy lifestyle, we must 	 stress and bad habits. 
a. narrate 	b. reclaim 	c. avoid 

	
d. graduate 

Some elderly people usually find it difficult to 	modem technology. 
a. bump into 	b. wash away 	c. trespass on 

	
d. cope with 

My cousin has got the master's 	  from a famous university in London. 
a. detriment 	b. degree 	c. arson 	 d. bill 

B. Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list below:(5 x 2 =10 Marks) 

(elite / highlight / hibernate / harsh / contemporary/ attribute) 

Teachers usually highlight the most important parts of each lesson. 

The government imposes harsh penalties on those who break the law. 

My friend is the most caring person I Imow, but honesty is his best attribute. 

Black bears and Brown bears are known to hibernate during the winter season. 

My brother 	intelligent; he is considered one of the elite of the school. 
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II- Grammar (14 Marks) 
A) From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer that best completes each of the  
followine sentences: (5 x 2 =10 Marks) 
11. My mother and I decided to go to my grandmother's house 	Monday. 

a. on 	 b. in 	c. at 	 d. with 

12. Many poor families suffered as they 	 their own jobs during last year. 
a. are losing 	 b. had lost 	c. will lose 

	
d. lose 

13. After waiting for a few hours, my father has got his car 	  
a. fix 	 b. fixes 	c. fixed 	d. fixing 

14. If I were a doctor, I 	 people's lives every day. 
a. save 
	

b. saved 	c. will save 
	

d. would save 

15. You can pay for this item either in cash 	with a credit card. 
a. both 	 b. neither 	c. or 	 d. nor 

BLE rom a, b and c choose the correct answers as required:( 4x1= 4 Marks)  

16. I have rarely seen such an exciting game, both teams were wonderful. 
(Begin with: Rarely) 

Rarely I have seen such an exciting game, both teams were wonderful. 
Rarely have seen I such an exciting game, both teams were wonderful. 
Rarely have I seen such an exciting game, both teams were wonderful. 

17. People can import new cars from different countries. 	 (Make passive) 
New cars could import from different countries by people.. 
New cars can be imported from different countries by people. 
New cars can import from different countries by people. 

18 We should talk to our parents (polite). 	(Correct the word between brackets) 
We should talk to our parents politeness. 
We should talk to our parents politely. 
We should talk to our parents politer. 

19. I didn't save money to go shopping. 	 (Begin with: I wish) 
I wish I had saved some money to go shopping. 
I wish I'm saving some money to go shopping. 
I 	i ad saved I some money to go shopping. 
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III- Lan2uaae Functions (20 Marks) 
Write what vou would sav in the following situations: (5 x 4=20Marks1 

Your classmates believe that all criminals should be sent to jail. 
Expressing opinion / Agreeing and disagreeing 

Your little brother asks you what effects desertification has on the environment. 
Describing a problem and its effects / Describing events 

Your sister suggests going to the beach, but she doesn't know how to prepare for it. 
Planning / Making suggestion 

Your friend thinks that scientists will fmd a cure for the Coronavirus in 2022. 
Talking about possibilities / Supporting opinion 

You show your cousin pictures of your joumey to Hajj, tell her what happened. 
Describing past events / Describing photographs 

Any reasonable response is accepted 

IV- Set- Book Questions (20 Marks)  

From a, b , c and d choose the correct answer: (4X5=20 Marks)  

25. Where does desertification usually occur? 
In humid areas where the climate is wet. 
In cold areas where there is snow and ice. 
In heavy rain areas where there is so much rainfall. 
In dry areas where there is no rain and the climate is harsh. 

26. How did our grandparents use to make their own games? 
They used to utilise items from their everyday life. 
They used to order materials online to make their own games. 
They used to make their games with the help of smart devices. 
They used to make their games using materials from the Internet. 

27. What difficulties and challenges might a mountain climber face? 
He would face dangerous people. 
He would need money to buy food. 
He would socialise with other climbers. 
He would face strong winds and frost-bite. 

28. Why do some people think that space exploration is important? 
Because it's a waste of time and money. 
Because it takes a long time to get results. 
Because it creates more pollution on earth. 
Because it's exciting to know more about the universe. 
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V- Writine (24 Marks)  

Write on the followine topic: 	(Exaositorv) 

"Plants add years to your life and life to your years." 

Plan & write an essay of 14 sentences (160 words) showing the importance 

of growing plants and trees and the bad effects of cutting them down on the 

environment. 

NB: (Your topic should include an introduction, 2 body paraRraphs & a conclusion.)  

Outline (5 Marks)  

Introduction: 

Body: 

Paragraph 1: 

Paragraph 2: 

 

Conclusion: 
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Exposition of 
ideas & 

coherence 

Paragraphing 
& number of 

sentences 

I 
Spelling Grammar Hw., spacing & 

punctuation Total 

12 2 2 2 1 19 

2 marks to be deducted from the total mark for changing the format. 
Off point opics / outlines receive ZERO. 
2 marks to be deducted from the outline if the ideas are not used in the topic. 
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VI- Readine Comprehension: (30 Marks)  
Read the followine passaee carefully, then answer the questions below:  

Since the days of Hammurabi, there have been many laws created by man. Some are 
unique, some are wonderful, and some are simply strange. In this article, we'll be listing 
some of the strangest laws from around the world and why they were created. 

First, let us explore Georgia, USA's law: If you own any chickens, it is illegal to let 
them cross the road! The law simply wants chicken farmers to always have them on their 
lands. This makes sense when you imagine how dangerous it is for the chickens and the 
people driving down the road. What malces this law seem so funny is how specific it is and 
how similar it sounds to the joke, "Why did the chicken cross the road?" 

Caring for tame animals is also found in Switzerland's laws. If you happen to own 
a single goldfish, you will have to pay a fme. The Swiss government's animal rights laws 
state that goldfish are social creatures, so there must be at least two in a single bowl. On 
the other hand, the law in Rome, Italy would rather you not keep pet fish at all. Keeping 
fish in a bowl or tank for fun is considered animal cruelty and is forbidden. 

Another odd rule from Italy comes from Milan. The law states that it is a legal 
necessity to always smile unless you're at a funeral or visiting a dying patient at a hospital. 
The law was imposed in the nineteenth century to create a happy atmosphere, and it was 
never cancelled. Those who do not smile must pay a large fme. 

If you ever visit Singapore you will find many tasty foods, but if you want a piece 
of gum after a meal, you will be disappointed. The country made it illegal to import and 
chew gum in 1992. The gum ban was imposed to get rid of waste problems in public 
places like cinemas and parks, as well as the high costs to clean up the mess. Gum is only 
allowed in one case: If you can prove that you're chewing it due to the dentist's orders. 

Wherever you might want to travel to next, make sure you read the laws and know 
what you must and must not do. No matter how strange they may be, they show us how 
the nations of the world are culturally different or similar. 

A) From a, b, c and d, choose the correct answer: (5x3.--  15 Marks) 

29. The best title for this passage would be: 
Hammurabi' s Laws 
Animal Laws 
Italy's Laws 
Strange Laws 

joL 
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30. What is the opposite of the underlined word "odd" in the 4th  paragraph? 
familiar 
friendly 
trained 
soft 

31. The underlined pronoun "it" in the 4th  paranraph refers to: 
century 
law 
hospital 
funeral 

32. When is it allowed to chew gum in Singapore? 
if you eat tasty foods. 
if you are a visitor to Singapore. 
1f the dentist orders you. 
if you are at a cinema or a park 

33. According to the passage, ALL the following sentences are NOT TRUE EXCEPT: 
In Milan, smiling is a legal necessity. 
In Rome, you must always have more than two goldfish. 
Chewing gum does not cause any problems in Singapore. 
The law in Georgia, USA states that farmers must stay on their land. 

B) With reference to the passa2e, answer the followin2 Questions: (5x3=15 Marks)  
34. Why does the chicken law in Georgia, USA seem so funny? 

What makes this law seem so funny is how specific it is and how similar it sounds 
to the joke, "Why did the chicken cross the road?" 

35. Why will you be fmed in Switzerland if you have only one goldfish? 
The Swiss government's animal rights laws state that goldfish are social creatures. 

36. When are the only times you may not smile in Milan? 
You may not smile only when attending a funeral or visiting a dying patient at 
a hospital. 

37. Why was the gum ban imposed in Singapore? 
The gum ban was imposed to get rid of waste problems in public places like 
cinemas and parks, as well as the high costs to clean up the mess. 

38. What advice does the writer give for those who want to travel abroad? 
The writer advises the readers to make sure they read the laws and know what 

ey must and must not do when travelling abroad. 
Any reasonable answer related to the text is accepted 

j‘ .  
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VII - Summary Making (8Marks)  
Read the followine Dassa2e then do as required:  

All students have specific goals to achieve after graduation. These goals help them 
choose a suitable university. For example, some students look for a university that allows 
them to get a master's degree or PhD. This shows that they're hard workers and makes 
them interesting to future employers. On the other hand, others choose universities that 
can give more than an education by letting them develop as an individual freely and make 
new friends and networks. Besides, other universities provide activities and clubs that 
allow students to learn new skills in courses abroad. Finally, if the goal is flexible learning, 
they can easily choose a university that provides part-time study or online learning. Their 
future is in their hands. 

In a varaeranh of FOUR sentences ONLY, summarise and paraphrase the orevious  
passaee in answer to the followin2 nuestion:  

What do students look for when choosing a university? 
The answer must include the following FOUR ideas:  

If it can help them get a master's degree and PhD. / if it can make them 
interesting to future employers. 

If it can allow them to develop freely as individuals. 

If it provides activities and clubs to learn new skills. 

If learning is flexible through part-time study or online learning. 

R
ub

ric
s  

Content / relevance of 
ideas 

Paraphrasing Spelling and 
grammar 

Paragraph 
format 

Total 

4 2 I l 8 

Copying the whole paragraph receives ZERO. 
Exceeding the required number of sentences (Minus 1 mark for one sentence- Minus 2 for two 
sentences and above) 

VIII. Translation ( 4 Marks )  

Translate the followin2 into 200d English: (2x2= 4 Marks)  

5.10taid .OLIBA.14L14:14=si 4,4121  vasti 	std:•13 

._>#4,0.11i J11,1 434.4 dintalais 

Rashid: Why do some people practice very risky sports? 

Ahmed: They do so for money and fame. 

   

Any Reasonable Translation Is Accepted 

CaL.bt-1- 1Z4Z,  
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